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Introduction
It's easy enough to trick willing sluts into spreading their cunts for the camera. On this reality site, watch
a real playa convince them they'll become the next award winning porn star!  Of course they don't have
to know that the only porn connection you have is your cable modem. Check out the Backroom Casting
Couch!

Adult Review
Granted, the Backroom Casting Couch may not be the most original premise out there, but what sets this hardcore sex site
apart from all of the others is the high caliber quality of the never-before-seen porn wannabes that cum through its doors. 
You won't have to pretend that the famous porn slut who's already starred in hundreds of nasty DVDs is plodding her way
through ridiculous dialog before her used up cunt gets yet another stuffing.  When these whores say it's their first time on
film, it probably really is true!
  
  There are 40 exclusive episodes currently online at Backroom Casting Couch.  And even though you won't recognize any
famous faces, that doesn't mean that your dick won't stand at attention when you see how hot these sluts are.  Each of them
has to sit through a mini-porn interview before she's asked to get naked and then gets fucked.  The camera work is a mix of
POV and third person views, but it's only the one guy that does all of the filming.  Since you never see his face, this adds to
the realism and makes you pervs out there with this kind of fantasy believe its actually you setting this all up!
  
  The site layout is extremely bare bones.  There are no bells and whistles or fancy logos, just full length hardcore sex
episodes.  The videos run about 30 minutes each, and are available as full length downloads in WMV and MPG format.  The
only resolution offered is 576 x 324 which is kind of small considering all the HD offered today, but it does help add to the
whole amateur vibe that this porn site shoots for.
  
  There aren't many previews for each video.  Just six vidcaps and one slightly larger close up of the slut starring in that
particular Backroom Casting Couch episode.  There are also no picture sets, so don't expect to see your favorite girl posing all
sexy to land this fake modeling gig.  It would be nice to have more previews and high resolution photos, so hopefully these
added features start making an appearance real soon.
  
  A new Backroom Casting Couch episode is put online every week.  This site is standalone so you won't get access to dozens
of other hardcore sites like you may be used to if you join the big porn networks that are out there.  But if you stay a member
for a 2nd month, you can email the webmasters and they'll provide you with a free password to another hardcore amateur sex
site they also produce, named Exploited College Girls.
  
  Quite a few of the sluts at Backroom Casting Couch make an appearance on both of these sites.  In fact, they're probably
shot the same day since some are wearing the same outfits and underwear.  But if you have a favorite whore then seeing her
in action on both sites is definitely a great bonus.  The Tongue particularly enjoyed the sweet southern belle Riley being
defiled first on the casting couch, and her follow up hardcore scene at Exploited College Girls is equally delicious!

Porn Summary
It's amazing what the girl next door will do for you if you tell her you can make her famous.  At the Backroom Casting Couch
you can live out all your hardcore porn fantasies even if she never makes a dime in the industry!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Real amateur casting call porn movies starring sexy teens!'
Quality: 87  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 78
Support: 81 Unique: 90    Taste: 91        Final: 87
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Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Coeds, Exclusive, Hardcore, Reality, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.49 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Pay By

Phone, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 40
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